
The iPhone Dots 
  
Open: Twenty-something THEO is sitting at home on his couch, texting on his phone. The 
camera cuts to his iPhone screen, where we see a conversation with CINDI taking place. 
 
THEO: [Text already showing on the phone:] I told the officer it wasn’t a street fight, we were just 
trying to get the band back together.  
 
CINDI (gray text bubble): Hahahaha you’re too funny :) 
  
THEO (blue text bubble): Thanks. 
  
Theo hesitates, then continues typing. 
  
THEO: Hey, I have a question. 
  
CINDI: What’s up? 
  
THEO: If you’re free Friday night, can I take you to dinner? 
  
We see no reaction from the phone, then a gray “…” text bubble appearing from CINDI’s end. 
The bubbles stay in the air for an unusual amount of time, as THEO grows nervous. 
 
(CUT to shot of Theo pacing)  
 
THEO (to self): What is she gonna tell me?  
 
(CUT to shot of Theo pacing)  
 
THEO: We only met a few weeks ago.  
 
CUT to text bubbles.  
CUT to close-up of THEO staring into the phone.  
 
THEO: What if this is a mistake?  
 
I wonder what she’s thinking?  
  
Fade into a cloudy / dream sequence in his imagination. 
  

  
 
 



Open on an image of CINDI texting on her phone from a chair.   
  
CINDI VO: Theo, oh Theo. I like you, but you should probably know … I’m already in a 
relationship. 
  
An attractive man walks into the frame. 
  
MAN 1: Hey Cindi! 
  
CINDI smiles and takes his hand. She stands up and begins walking into the next frame, 
continuing to hold her phone.   
  
CINDI VO: It’s an open relationship. 
  
The camera turns to look over her shoulder, revealing two more smiling men standing in front of 
them one is vacuuming, and the other is mixing ingredients in a bowl. 
  
MAN 2 (hands in pockets): Hey babe. 
  
The camera turns back to CINDI, who smiles at her phone. 
  
CINDI VO: Actually, several open relationships. But everyone is so sweet. 
  
MAN 3 walks into the frame and hands CINDI a stack of hotcakes. 
  
MAN 3: Hotcakes? 
  
CINDI (aloud): Thanks! 
  
She takes the plate in one hand, continues texting in the other, and begins walking forward. 
MAN 3 and MAN 1 disappear from view. 
  
CINDI VO: I know you’ll fit in with these guys, Theo. They really take care of me. 
  
CINDI suddenly grows short of breath and dramatically falls to the ground, dropping the 
hotcakes. The men rush to her rescue. 
  
CINDI VO: It’s because I’m dying. 
  
The men begin carrying CINDI to her bed as she continues typing to the phone. 
  
CINDI VO: Last summer I caught a worm that’s slowly eating my organs. It’s called a Candiru. 
  
The men lay CINDI onto the bed. 
  



CINDI VO: The doctors said I don’t have much time left. 
  
Shot of concerned MAN 1 serving CINDI hot tea, and she silently thanks him.   
  
CINDI: (Whispers aloud) It might be contagious. 
  
CINDI rises from her bed, still texting on the phone. 
  
CINDI VO: But even though I’m dying Theo, you’ll still have to meet my father. 
  
DAD enters the scene, pulls MAN 1 out of the frame, and greets CINDI. She shows him the 
phone, and grows concerned and pulls a gun from his back pocket. 
  
CINDI VO: He’ll probably want to take you hunting. 
  
DAD begins walking out of the frame. The camera loses CINDI and follows DAD into the forest. 
  
CINDI VO: Dad loves to take my boyfriends on hunting expeditions. He says you can learn a lot 
about a person from how they act under pressure. 
  
A WILD ANIMAL appears from the bushes, and roars. 
  
DAD points the gun at the WILD ANIMAL, which unmasks himself to reveal a POLICE OFFICER. 
The two acknowledge each other like they are old friends. DAD walks to the police officer’s 
desk, where THEO’S PERSONAL RECORD is sitting. 
  
CINDI VO: It’s very important that my dad gets to know you, Theo. If he signs off, we’ll have a 
great time together. 
  
DAD mulls over the PERSONAL RECORD, then nods his head in approval. 
CINDI enters the frame, and DAD gives her a piece of paper that says HE’S OK FOR NOW. 
CINDI claps her hands together in approval and skips into the next frame. 
  
CINDI VO: We can hit up the court and play basketball. 
  
CINDI catches a basketball. MAN 2 and MAN 3 swoop into the frame and join a pickup game. 
CINDI tries to bounce the ball, but it has almost no air. Everyone sighs and watch the ball roll 
out of the frame. CINDI continues typing on her phone. 
  
CINDI VO: Oops, iPhone typo -- I meant hit up the food court. At the mall! 
  
CINDI’s three boyfriends follow behind her with full shopping bags, as CINDI throws more 
garments at them. Pop music plays in the background (CINDI LAUPER’S GIRLS JUST WANNA 
HAVE FUN). CINDI walks out of the frame and the boyfriends follow her.  MAN 3 returns back 



into the frame holding his wallet above his head. The POLICE OFFICER pops into the frame 
behind him, yelling.   
 
CINDI VO: My boyfriends love spending hours and hours at the mall. Even better, they don’t 
mind footing my bill!  
 
CUT to CINDI returning home with the overloaded boyfriends, who set her bags around the 
chair. She waves goodbye, then enters a bathroom and freshens up.  
  
CINDI VO: Even though I’m dying, I’m never low on energy. 
  
She opens the medicine cabinet. 
  
CINDI VO: I do a ton of drugs to keep me going. 
 
She begins popping pills. 
  
CINDI VO: Some are just medical prescriptions, you know, to keep me alive. And then 
sometimes I do LSD.  
 
CINDI: (Aloud, she smiles into the camera). Theo, have you ever tried LSD? 
  
Cindi turns to the camera and holds out a pill, and then takes it. 
 
The screen suddenly becomes animated, and folk music plays in the background.  
 
CINDI: You and I could lie on the floor and sing the sweet melodies of folk music legend Woody 
Guthrie. We can stare up at the ceiling’s ribbon highways, and realize that the best way to walk 
across them is by putting our shoes -- on our hands!  
 
We’ll walk together, shoe by shoe, through the Rainbow twists and turns that swirl in endless 
loops across America the Ceiling.  
 
But why are we walking when we could be driving? If only our hands were racecars! You know, 
one of my other boyfriends drives a racecar. Andrew, are you here? Andrew? 
 
SFX: CAR 
 
MAN 1 (whispers): Zoom Zoom. 
 
The animation turns into reality -- we are looking at a flushing toilet/draining sink.  
 
We see an empty hallway and hear the sound of a sink running. CINDI opens a door and exits 
the bathroom, then begins walking down the hallway.  



 
CUT to Theo, who is sitting upside down on his couch.  
 
CUT to a shot of dots on the iPhone.  
 
THEO (to self): What if she’s the ringleader of an Irish Catholic drug cartel?  
 
CUT to a shot of dots on the iPhone.  
 
THEO: What if she’s pregnant...  
with triplets … 
.from three different dads! 
 
CUT to CINDI’s house. CINDI exits a bathroom. Her friend JILL is sitting on a couch, texting.  
 
JILL: Hey, you know that guy Theo? 
 
CINDI: Oh my gosh, did he text me?!  
 
JILL: Yeah. You hate him right?  
 
CINDI: What?!? 
 
CINDI dives across the sofa and tries to steal the phone from JILL.  FREEZE FRAME. 
Cut to black.  
 
TO BE CONTINUED... 
 
ALT ENDING: 
 
CUT to CINDI in her living room.  
 
CINDI: (notably down-to-earth) Ah! Silly cat, what do you think you’re doing?  
 
The camera pans down to reveal CINDI walks out of the frame, and we see a CAT tapping its 
paws on her iPhone.  
 
CUT to close-up of cat tapping letters on the phone. 
 
CINDI: Rufus, what are you doing, silly cat!  
 
CINDI moves the cat and picks up the phone to read THEO’s message. She gasps, thinks to 
herself, and begins to reply out loud.  



 
CUT to still upside-down THEO, who has his hands in his face. The camera re-focuses on a 
profile shot of the iPhone, which is in foreground.  We hear a “DING!” from the iPhone, and see 
blurry THEO collapsing in the background.  
 
CINDI’S VO: Theo, I like you, (a beat) but you should probably know…. 
 
CUT to black.  
 
 


